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Chapter 301: Regular Season, The
Group of Death
Under the bright, burning sun in the middle of the desert, the two
teams
were staring at each other with a sand hill in between. The
players were
soaked in sweat as they stood on the burning sand and entered
the [Energy
Draining] status. Even though they were not moving, their energy
points
were still decreasing at a steady rate.
“The location in the desert is too open, which is bad for us. We

are probably
going to lose here.” Lone Crane was discouraged.
This was Frenzied Sword’s Rivervale Club Team. They were lucky
as they
had not met any strong teams. They had struggled their way

through the
competition, and now, they are on the last batch of the Qualifiers.
If they
won this game, they could get into the next stage.
But it seemed that Rivervale’s luck had run out. The randomized

map was
an open desert, which was bad for a composition focused on close

combat.
Lone Crane was annoyed, and because of that, the whole team’s

morale was
down.
Frenzied Sword stepped up to change the atmosphere and
frowned. “Don’t
worry, the fight hasn’t started yet. We still have the chance to

win.”



Lone Crane shook his head. “The chance is too abysmally slim.”
“You are the leader; don’t you say things words.” Frenzied

Swords got more
and more unsatisfied on how the Lone Crane led the team. He had
no
leadership skills and did not give any insightful command. On top
of that,
he only brought a negative energy to the team.
“Oh? Then what do you suggest we should do?” Lone Crane

glanced over.
“The enemy has a strong ranged attack abilities, so the only way

for us is to
close the distance. Of course, we will only get kited if we charge

in
recklessly, so the best way is to lure them into an ambush. I can
hide in the
sand, and you all act like you are running away and lure them to

where I’m
hiding. Then I can pressure their backline while you all turn

around and
attack. This is the only way.
“Luckily, I still have two shields for cover. Who wants to ambush

with
me?” Frenzied Sword said as he took out two oxygen shields.
This was
equipment that he always brought, and it was the essential tool

for the plan
to work.
The teammates all looked at each other, and this time, Lone
Crane replied,
“Since this is your idea, if we lose, you will be responsible for

this.”
Lone Crane was obviously trying to be avoid the blame so that he



would be
off the hook if he lost the game. Frenzied Sword hated this type of
behavior
and stopped paying attention to him. Looking at his teammates, a
pugilist
sped forward to be his partner for the ambush.
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They quickly selected a spot, and Frenzied Sword and this

teammate hid
under the cover and sank into the sand. Lone Crane and his team

on the
surface made some disguises and went on with the operation.
They walked
up the hill and exposed themselves in the vision of the enemy.
“Hehe. Seems that they can’t wait any longer.” Isaac from the

opposing
team laughed. The other team with six people saw the movement

of Lone
Crane and his team.
Isaac looked like the skillful one in his team, but in reality, all the
six
contestants were ‘spies’ all from other nations’ clubs to challenge
the
competitive league in Planet Aquamarine. Every league had this

type of
team.
“The enemy is just a small club. I saw their matches before, and
they excel
in close combat, but they have no synergy. Plus, we have the map

advantage, so as long as we keep our distance, victory is ours.”
They moved up toward Rivervale and initiated their attacks while
keeping
their distance. Most of the players were Espers. Isaac could create

a small



tornado, while one of his teammates could shoot laser beams

from his
finger. Another could even create a small white fish ball that

exploded like
a grenade.
Lone Crane and the other four ran with tails between their legs.
Isaac’s team
quickly chased after them, but soon, they realized that there were
only four
people in Rivervale team.
“Where did the other two go?” Isaac raised his suspicion and

raised his
hand. “Halt. I think they are luring us into a trap.”
Isaac thought that if Rivervale was luring them, then if he

stopped,
Rivervale would also stop, or at least they would slow down their

pace to
bait Isaac. However, Rivervale did not slow down and ran as far

as they
could.
Lone Crane kept on running forward while being demotivated. He
could not
understand Frenzied Sword’s strategy. Then he suddenly had an

idea to push
all the blame on Frenzied Sword. If he directly fought the enemy

head on
without telling Frenzied Sword, at least it would seem like Lone

Crane tried
his best, while Frenzied Sword was hiding the entire fight. This
would
definitely make the higher officials be disappointed in Frenzied
Sword.
However, he could not purposely steer away from where Frenzied

Sword



was hiding since the rest of the teammates also knew the location.
Therefore, the only thing that Lone Crane could do was make

them look
like they were luring the enemy into a trap. Thus, Lone Crane
kept on
running, regardless of whether the enemy followed or not.
Lone Crane had been in the profession circle for years. For a man

without
much glory and achievements, he had been hired by Rivervale

with a higher
pay than before. However, he had never cared about winning or

losing. The
only thing that he wanted was to keep the position as a leader and
enjoy the
wealthy pay and luxurious life. There were all kinds of people in
the
professional scene, and the type like Lone Crane was also

common.
However, Isaac misunderstood the intention. He shouted, ” Look

at them
go! They don’t look like they are trying to lure us, and there’s a

lower
chance that there will be an ambush in the open field. Let’s chase
after
them!”
Unfortunately, Isaac was wrong. After chasing Rivervale for a

while, they
reached the ambush area, and a spot within the team exploded,
covering
them in sand. Frenzied Sword and his teammate rushed out and

charged
into the backline.
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It was so sudden that Isaac and his teammates’ jaws dropped.
Frenzied Sword used all his strength and tore open the enemy’s
formation.
Lone Crane, who was far away, also frowned, and he had no

choice but to
lead his team back into the battle.
The scene was in chaos. Despite the ambush, Isaac and his

teammates did
not back down easily, and Rivervale still had to fight an intense

battle.
Luckily, Frenzied Sword had a great performance and eliminated

the
squishy Espers, getting a double kill.
After Isaac fell to the ground, the surroundings finally quieted

down, and
one could only hear wind blowing through the sand.
Rivervale’s victory!
“We won!” Frenzied Sword waved his fist.
“We actually got into the next stage…”
Lone Crane could not close his mouth as he was shocked. Was the

enemy
so stupid that they could not tell his obvious act?
…
As the final round came to a close, the names of the victors of the

qualifiers
were announced. All the players were excited, and the attention

from the
public also reached its peak.
The qualifiers were just the appetizer. The regular season was the

main
course!
From here now on, the competition would be in a normal

schedule unlike



the qualifiers. Every match would be intense and thrilling.
From thousands of teams and hundreds of thousands of players,
there were
only thirty-eight teams for group bracket and sixty-two players

for
individual bracket. Han Xiao skimmed through the list, and the

four
powerhouses had all made it into the regular season, while the
rest of the
teams are all famous clubs such as Madhouse, Mystic Nine, and
Storm.
There were clubs from other countries, and there were only three

nonprofessional teams.
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Rivervale was in the list of qualified teams. Han Xiao recalled that
back in
his own world, Rivervale never got into the regular season, and
instead, a
team with foreign players got in.
As for the individual bracket, Frenzied Sword in both worlds was

qualified
for regular season, and the one in this world had more attention

from the
public compared to that of the other world. There were only four
Hero
players in the individual bracket, and all of them were Cannon

Master
except Frenzied Sword, who was Heroal Pugilist. Because of that,
the
audience showed more interest in him.
In addition, the recordings of Rivervale’s matches were released,
and
everyone witnessed how Frenzied Sword carried his team to



victory. On the

contrary, no one cared about the real leader, Lone Crane. In the

eyes of the
audience, he was just a side character who served no purpose,
and they
thought that Frenzied Sword was the irreplaceable part of the
team.
Lone Crane was envious of the glory, yet he could not duplicate

Frenzied
Sword’s performance. He could only watch the Frenzied Sword

getting
more and more popular.
Frenzied Sword was indeed a natural talent in close combat
fighting. His
skills kept on improving, and other Hero class players replayed

the tape
of his matches to learn the techniques.
Some players even went through some older posts and found out
that
Frenzied Sword was one of the mysterious characters under Black
Phantom.
The high-quality equipment and buffs had to have been given by

Black
Phantom. All the players could only drool next to the fancy

equipment, and
Han Xiao earned another wave of popularity.
They did so much better than in my old world. Han Xiao was

satisfied and
was glad that his work payed off.
A few days later, the secondary league also finished their matches,
and only
the top two got into the regular season; in the end, there were
forty teams in
the group bracket and sixty-four players in individual bracket.



The official site announced the results of the randomized groups
in the
regular season. The players were evenly spread out into A, B, C,
and D
groups. For every group, there were ten teams for the group

bracket and
sixteen players in the individual bracket.
The regular season used a points system, where teams would fight

against
each other in rotation. Only the two teams with highest points

would be
eligible for the next stage in the group brackets. For individual
bracket,
there would be four players coming out of each group.
The players’ jaws dropped as they saw the list of the groups.
Fried Eggplants with Fish, Dynasty, and Long Sky—three

powerhouses—
were all in group A!
Moreover, Tiger Dragon Club and Sky Palace Club were also in

group A
with another foreign club team. This was the group of death!
The source of this_chapter;
With so many strong teams, only two teams could get out of this

group
stage. At least one of the powerhouses would be eliminated from

the
competition. This news threw the fans of those teams into turmoil.
The atmosphere was already tense and nervousness when the
regular season
had not even started.
Chapter 302: The Hidden Main

Storyline
Galaxy Times made an objective analysis for each group in the
tournament.



Group A was the most competitive. The fan-favorite team since

the start of
the tournament, Long Sky, might even be eliminated there.
Although Hao
Tian was still overpowering all his opposition, many of the other

teams that
had survived thus far had been conserving their strength. Most of

the teams
had not revealed their trump cards yet. Under such conditions,
even strong
teams like Long Sky would have hard fights ahead.
The fans of the teams who were placed into Group A were not
having any
of it. The fans of the three big guilds, especially, were flaming

and
spamming in the forums about how the tournament was rigged
and why all
those strong teams were placed in the same group.
But their arguments were not at all convincing. Most of the

neutral audience
believed that if each of the four big guilds had been placed into
different
battle groups, then that would really have meant that the

tournament was
rigged.
Of course, what was logic in the face of the crazed fans? The

discussions on
the forums were getting more and more heated as the tournament
entered its
pre-seasons.
The pre-season matches did not count toward a team’s score and

served as
more of a warm up for the teams to gauge each other’s strengths
or even
misguide one another.



Compared to formal matches, these warm-up matches were much

less
pressuring on the players. The audience loved watching these

matches as
players often played without restraint and used whatever tactics
and plays
they wanted.
Each team’s mistakes and insane outplays were soon turned into
memes and
analyzed on the forums. Bun-hit-dog also made a few videos on

these warm
up matches.
After the pre-season matches would be a cooling period where

teams would
be given time to rest up and regroup. This was also when the

clubs would
amp up their advertising to hype up the next stage, which was the
regionals.
The waves of advertisements would be used to further excite the
audience.
Once the official matches began, it was already the sixth month of

the
Galaxy Calendar.
Han Xiao had stayed in the shelter this whole time to farm
experience
points from the players. Other than that, there was not much else

for him to
do. He had already met the requirements for the third part of the

hidden
main storyline mission, but he could not get in contact with

Hannes and
thus could not turn in the mission.
This was the first time that Han Xiao had heard about this mission,
and he



was not sure how things were supposed to go. When he still could

not find
Hannes despite going through the Dark Net’s intelligence
network, Han
Xiao realized that something was wrong. If even the Dark Net, the
largest
intelligence hoarder on the planet, could not find him, then
Hannes was
really missing.
After some more digging, Han Xiao found out that Hannes had

last been
seen at a barren wasteland called the Somar Desert.
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This kind of sound familiar… Han Xiao frowned. Oh right, I once
visited
this desert for a bounty mission. [Basic Strengthened Life] was

also
obtained from this place. It was the ruins of a nation, and there

were also
wanderers trying to find traces of magic or the like there.
Although Han Xiao was not very close with Hannes, since he was
the NPC
who gave out the hidden main storyline mission, Han Xiao was

not just
going to sit still as he went missing. Bennett had a similar thought.
Just as the official matches were about to start, Han Xiao left the

shelter and
arrived at the Somar Desert with Bennett.
…
Under the sun’s glare, heat waves constantly rolled across the

desert floor.
All one could see past the barbed wires of the Dark Net
checkpoint was an
endless sea of sand.



“Hannes was last seen a month ago. He resupplied at this

checkpoint before
entering the Somar Desert, but he never returned.”
The man in charge of the checkpoint reported the details to Han
Xiao and
Bennett while showing the two the supply reports proving his
words.
“I have already sent out search parties to look for his tracks,
but… the sands
in the Somar Desert constantly shift and reform, and there

haven’t been any
concrete results yet,” said Bennett.
Han Xiao glanced and asked, “Can’t you come up with a better

idea than
that?”
Bennett was helpless about this. “Telecommunications and any

other kind
of communication all met a dead end. There’s no other way.”
Searching this way was like trying to look for a needle in a
haystack. Han
Xiao shook his head. “This is too much of a waste of time… but

there really
does seem to be no other way. Let’s hope something comes up

soon.”
The Somar Desert buried countless secrets, and Hannes may have

run into a
tricky situation this time. When Han Xiao started thinking about

the ruins of
Felonia and the remnants of a ‘magic’ civilization, a thought
started to form
at the back of his mind.
Try the platform_for the most advanced_reading experience.
“I’m afraid that Hannes may have already died.” Bennett sighed.



Han Xiao was not too sure about that. In the past, Bennett had
raised
tombstones for Hannes and the others, but Han Xiao felt like

things were
different this time. First of all, the hidden main storyline had not

failed yet
and was only stuck at the third stage. Han Xiao felt that Hannes

should still
be alive, as he was the mission NPC. Maybe this was all part of

the
storyline.
Since there was no other way to progress the mission, Han Xiao

decided to
patiently wait for something to happen. Although he was curious

about
what this hidden main storyline would lead to, the reward that

the mission
offered was not that tempting. The Great Hero Han did not need

to
work hard to farm experience at the moment, and the experience

that would
be rewarded upon mission completion was nothing in Han Xiao’s
eyes.
After sending out some more orders for the men, the two got back
on their
planes to return. On the plane, Bennett suddenly said, “I heard
that your
shelter is welcoming more and more Inhumans. Make sure to

keep a careful
watch over them in case they decide to cause trouble one day.”
Han Xiao raised his eyebrow. “What are you trying to say?”
“Inhumans have unclear origins, and they often demonstrate

weird
behavior,” said Bennett with a heavy expression. “They are a



ticking time
bomb. If all the Inhumans decide to group together and rebel, the
planet will
see another bloodbath. We can’t take another war. My sources

tell me that
the Six Nations had already contacted the space civilization, and
they will
soon send personnel down to our planet to investigate the
Inhumans.”
“I know.” Han Xiao gave off a faint smile and patted Bennett’s

shoulder a
few times.
Not only was Han Xiao aware of the Godora investigators’ future
visit, he
even knew the specific date and time when their spaceship would
enter the
atmosphere. This was fate smiling down on him. The spaceship
sent by
Godora would be his chance to venture out into the stars, in
about another
month.
…
During the next month, Han Xiao followed his original plan and

continued
amassing experience points. More and more players were visiting

the
shelter every day due to the ongoing tournament, and Han Xiao

never ran
out of players to farm experience from.
Han Xiao occasionally followed the tournament. There was now a

new
match format: the duel. Each team would send out six players to

battle
against another team’s six, one at a time. Winners would stay on



the fight
against the opposing team’s next player, until one team has no

players left.
There was also a point tallying system where the total points your
team
would win, in the case of a victory, would be six points minus the

number
of players who were defeated in the match.
Duels added variety to the tournament. As the official matches

progressed,
the situation within the battle groups had become clearer. Battle
group B, C,
D’s respective leading and runner-up teams had pulled away

from the other
teams in the group and were guaranteed to go to the next stage.
They were
Temple of God, Thunder Storm, Mountain Sea, and teams from

three other
foreign guilds.
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Frenzied Sword’s team was unfortunately one of the
bottom-placing teams

and had no chance to advance. However, being able to enter the

official
matches had already allowed this newbie team to suddenly
explode in
popularity. Their team’s success had caused Lone Crane to

become
ambitious, and he wanted to obtain an even better score.
However, reality was harsh. All the teams that had survived to

that stage
were strong teams with elite players. Their team’s overall

strength was just
too low, so no matter how hard he worked, they suffered defeat



after defeat.
Lone Crane was shocked, and he realized that his hard work was

not going
to make the difference. His ambition was also blown to the winds.
But he was still a veteran and was quickly able to reset his
mindset. “That’s
enough. It’s already not bad that we could get this far and fight

with all
these top teams.”
With this thought in mind, Lone Crane believed that he would be

receiving
handsome reward from his gaming club. However, reality gave

him a faceslap, yet again.
Rivervale gaming club official announced that they were going to
have
Frenzied Sword take over the team captain position for the future.
Lone
Crane immediately lost his standing, and the announcement was

even
followed by them sending Lone Crane to terminate his contract.
He was
utterly flabbergasted.
The club’s management were not blind. Frenzied Sword’s

performance in
this tournament was clear for all to see. He had made it into the

top three in
the individual category and qualified for the regionals before
finally
becoming the only Hero left within Planet Aquamarine’s top
sixteen
individual fights contestant. He was even dubbed ‘China’s #1
Heroal
Pugilist’!
A player with such a potential would naturally be taken extra



care of by
Rivervale. This was only the first tournament, and there were still
many
more chances in the future. They planned on having Frenzied

Sword
become the club’s pillar and were in the process of building a
team around
Frenzied Sword.
On the other hand, Lone Crane, who lacked both results and

commitment,
was mercilessly kicked out of the club.
Frenzied Sword did not really like Rivervale at first, but now that

he knew
they wanted to build a team around him, he was ecstatic—this

was
treatment that not even some star players would get.
Once he obtained good results, his professional gaming career

would kick
off. Frenzied Sword was already somewhat of a star now, but he
was not
satisfied and always looked to improve himself to do even better
in the
future. He was full of determination, and he also made a note to

himself to
hang on to Han Xiao no matter what. Good things would always

follow if
he did.
Frenzied Sword’s results for the first tournament was actually
already better
than in the past. Han Xiao felt emotional as it was like watching

his own
kid grow up… Um, or more like raising a player.
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On the other hand, Electrolux, who had made it into the top



sixteen in Han
Xiao’s past, could not even make it out of the elimination rounds

this time.
This was mainly due to Han Xiao’s interference with his early
development
this time, and it would not even have mattered if Electrolux had

grade A
potential for his Esper abilities.
In Planet Aquamarine’s tournament, only battle group A’s

standings were
still unclear.
This was a true death group. There are only a few more rounds of

matches
left, yet the top five teams were basically even in points. There
was no way
to tell who would come out on top in the end. Currently, Long
Sky held
third place.
Chapter 303: List of Finalists,
Advancement of Plans
In the group stage, Long Sky’s momentum was repeatedly

stopped by
Dynasty and Fried Eggplants with Fish. Having expectations on a

team was
a double-edged sword; when Long Sky performed poorly, the
attention
from the media would work against them as they sang the song of
pessimism for the chances of Long Sky making it through the
group stage.
As an experienced team, Long Sky had a strong resilience to

pressure. In
the last few matches of group A, the number of viewers again

broke the
record, but in the match between Long Sky and Dynasty, King



Admiral
single handedly took down four opponents in the group one on
ones and
secured first place in the group bracket. Thus, Long Sky fell to

fourth place.
Under pessimism and doubts, the last round began, and Long

Sky’s
opponent was Fried Eggplants with Fish, which was in second

place in the
bracket. There was a large difference in points, and in order for

Long Sky to
qualify, they had to completely dominate the match and take as

many points
as they could. However, Fried Eggplants with Fish was also a

powerhouse,
and there was no hope that Long Sky could make it out of group
stage.
But just when the audience thought that Long Sky was going to be
eliminated, Hao Tian and his team pulled off a miracle team fight,
which
aced the entire enemy team. No mistakes could be found during

the one on
ones, and they walked over the enemy. The Three
Chariots—Dancing Fish
Dragon, Perfume Bear, and Sun Eggplant—were dominated by

Long Sky
without knowing what happened.
On the live stream, the screen was exploding with intensity in

every frame.
Fans from both teams were on the edge of their seats, as if their
hearts were
going to burst. Every time there was a turn of events, the
audience would
scream with excitement and nervousness.



The points of Long Sky skyrocketed, and in an instant, they had

the same
points with the Fried Eggplants with Fish. The final outcome was

determined on the team fight, and Long Sky surpassed their

opponent and
qualified for the next stage as second place in the group.
“Long Sky pulled a reverse sweep!”
“In the fight of powerhouses, Fried Eggplants with Fish was

destroyed!”
“Long Sky promoted to the next stage by the width of a hair”
“Fried Eggplants with Fish was defeated with humiliation! Is this
the end of
a powerhouse?”
“Competitions for group A have come to an end. Dynasty and

Long Sky
move on to the quarterfinals!”
Long Sky’s unbelievable comeback exploded in the forums. Fans
of Long
Sky were crying in tears as if it was a new year, and the tragic

atmosphere
and tone of the media quickly turned around; only words of

compliments
were seen on the news, no matter how badly they had performed

previously.
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Dynasty, Long Sky, and Fried Eggplants with Fish all held a press

conference after the match. The reporters first congratulated the

winning
teams, and the representatives of the two teams appreciated the

congratulations. Both teams replied to the questions with cliché

formalities,
thanking the fans and those who supported them along the way.
In the final session of the press conference, the reporter gave the



microphone to Fried Eggplants with Fish and asked, “Would you

like to
share anything after your defeat?”
The representative for Fried Eggplants with Fish froze and said,
“We
performed poorly in the last match, and we did not meet our

expectations.
During the match, we made a lot of mistakes, and we could have

done
better. Long Sky is a strong opponent, and everyone witnessed

how…”
This reply had been prepared before the press interview. They
first started
with acknowledging their mistakes and tried to learn from it,
then they went
ahead and apologized to the fans. This response was a standard
procedure if
one lost a game, so the reporter could only stay quiet, and he did

not even
bother writing any notes.
Suddenly, the team leader, Sun Eggplant, stood up. Even though

he was
known as the last of the Three Chariots, he was the leader of the
three
people.
Sun Eggplant interrupted the response and grabbed the
microphone from
the representative. He faced the confused reporters and stared at

Long Sky.
“I don’t want to say these fluffy words like ‘we tried our best’.
We lost, and
that’s an undeniable fact, but I can’t let it go. I will win the title

back next



time. Hao Tian, since we’ve both entered the quarterfinals in the

individual
bracket, if you see me, prepare to die.”
Hao Tian did not back down. “The result won’t change no matter

how many
times you challenge me.”
Both of them started at each other, and neither backed down.
Such exchanges were the ones that were exciting to write about.
The
reporters smiled and quickly recorded it.
Dynasty, who was on the side, glanced at the two. It was ironic
that the first
seed team was just a side character.
Second Prince clenched his fists and said, “The reporters are
ignoring us
now. I might as well go challenge…”

King Admiral was struggling to keep his eyes open as if he was
sleeping.
He slapped Second Prince on the back of his head and said,
“Don’t find
trouble.”
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Second Prince pushed away his hand and replied with annoyance,
“Stop
hitting me, you freak. Why are you bitching about me joining the

challenge?”
“B*stard, you are not even in the semifinals!” King Admiral’s

poke through
the heart of Second Prince.
Second Prince’s face turned red, and he stared at King Admiral

with anger,
as if he was going to kick him in crouch.
Second Prince felt that he was being mocked. King Admiral had



not only
advanced into the next stage in individual bracket, but he was
also first seed
and had the most points. He had been invited to the All Stars,
while Second
Prince had been eliminated. That was why Second Prince was

upset.
At the same time, Temple of God also had their own press

conference. They
were lucky as they had been allocated into a group without much
competition. They had also been invited to the All Stars games.
Li Ge claimed that they would bring trophy and pride to the
country as they
headed to the international competition.
Temple of God claimed that they were the strongest and that they
were the
dragon’s head of powerhouses. Li Ge walked on the path of

China’s
representative team. Even though he was ranked second of

China’s players,
the King Admiral was always timid and low-key with a casual

appearance.
On the other hand, Li Ge was handsome and strong, and they had

the same
popularity with tons of fans.
There was a significant number of females within Li Ge’s fanbase,
while
most of the fans for King Admiral were adult men. The fight
between there
fanbases was also interesting, and it was usually one of the

biggest shows in
the scene. As long as Li Ge and King Admiral fought against each

other,



this would be the extra show that would for sure show up.
The teams who had qualified for playoffs all had their press
conferences,
and all sorts of statements were made by the teams. Some were

extremely
confident that they would win the finals, while some were

humbler and
more reserved. These scenes sure showed the variety of stories

that one
could see in the professional scene.
And now, the schedule for finals was announced.
“Top eight of group bracket: Five Chinese teams—Dynasty, Long
Sky,
Thunder Storm, Thunder Storm, Mystic Nine. Three foreign
teams—Son of
Wind, Beast, Golden Orange.
“Top 16 of individual bracket: King Admiral, Sun Eggplant, Hao
Tian, Li
Ge, Frenzied Sword, Rainy Kim…”
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Seeing the list, Han Xiao laughed as if it was harvest season.
Hehe, quite a lot of them are also players that were famous in my

previous
world. Han Xiao smiled. The other reason he had followed the

professional
scene was that it was a venue for him to pick out skillful players.
Anyone who got into the Planet Aquamarine competitive scene
was a
talent. In some nicer words, Han Xiao was preparing to bring

natural talents
to explore the galaxy. And this time, he would not only bring a

few people
—he would bring an entire fleet of players as his assistants.



Because they would always revive after death, players were an
extremely
useful tools. Even though they were a bit weak, but there would
be room for
improvement in the new version. Even though robots could be

used as
gunpowder, one still needed money to make them.
Players were free!
Han Xiao was planning to start a family by taking the younger
talents. He
already had a plan.
To create his own base!
In Version 1.0, players did not have a way to step into the galaxy,
but if Han
Xiao could provide the transportation, even the professional

players would
be shocked. Han Xiao had quite a lot of missions to complete, but
there
would not be much if he spread out the workload. This would
limit the
number of players that he could nurture. However, if the players
were able
to travel into the galaxy and be exposed to the opportunities
around the
universe, there would be endless missions, and it would definitely
be
attractive to players. This way, Han Xiao could bypass the

threshold of
missions that Han Xiao could take.
The players would be at an advantage if they were first to start
their
adventure in the galaxy. No one would not be jealous of the

opportunity. At
the same time, Han Xiao could again restate his presence and



make
headlines again.
The chosen players would slowly become closer to Han Xiao
voluntarily
and create a sense of acknowledgement. Han Xiao already had a

blueprint
for his plan.
The number of players that he could take still depended on the
situation.
Inside his secret base, Han Xiao got up from his sofa, reached the

armory,
and entered the password.
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The golden wall folded and opened up. A transparent pillar was

in the
room, and it was filled with gel and liquid. Inside the pillar was a
brandnew Amphiptere suit.
“It’s time to go.”
Han Xiao pressed the button, and the gel was washed out of the

pillar. The
surface of the Amphiptere Heroal suit gave a cold shine under the
light.
Chapter 304: The Visitor from
Above
In the night sky, far away from Planet Aquamarine, a few
wormholes were
opening and closing while leaking rays of rainbow and lighting
up the dark
universe into a colorful playground. These lights focused together
and
scattered away, as if it was a thin layer of silk drifting through

space and
mesmerized anyone who saw the view.
Around the center of the shattered wormhole was a large space



station
floating in space, and the shape was like three buildings stacked

on each
other horizontally. On the side and on the top of the space

stations were
different towers, some of which were the signal tower, some were

space
stabilizer, and others were weaponry and garages for convoys.
The bottom of the space station was a large metallic sphere, and a
dark blue
light surrounded the circle as if it was the path of orbit. This was
the space
station’s reactor, engine, and gravitation stabilizer.
The space station had a very complex and detailed structure, and
it
advanced and futuristic. The ‘windows’ of the buildings were
space decks
for spacecrafts to dock. One would have no perception of the

space station
without looking at the map. Each one of the decks could

accommodate a
spaceship that was a few hundred meters long. The space station
had tens of
thousands of decks, and it looked at an artificial mountain range.
It was Zuric Hub, the transit station of the Garton Galaxy.
The wormholes floating around the station were the different
pathways to
different civilizations in the Kerbal Stellar. Using an immense

amount of
resources in exchange for help from the advanced civilization, a
stable
stellar gate had been built, which allowed people to travel across

different
areas and solar systems in the Kerbal Stellar quickly and



efficiently.
The space station took in thousands of spaceships every second,
as if it was
a beehive. A small spaceship covered in yellow and white flew

into a space
deck. The spaceship shook as it entered to gravitational area, and
it headed
into the garage after a few minutes.
The garage was filled with blue and white. The original materials

for the
garage were a combination of special metallic bonds and
macromolecule
materials. After a few seconds, the garage sounded with a

women’s digital
voice.
“Identity authorized. Permit granted to dock. Welcome, Captain
Kerlodd,
space investigator 741 of Godora.
Whoosh.
The door to the aircraft opened, and a man walked down as a

platform
extended onto the ground.
Foll_ow new_episo_des on the platform.
He was a male Godoran with light-golden skin. His hair was
white and had
seven braids on the back of his head. There were bolden spheres

that were
tied on the end of the braids. He had similar facial features to a

human, but
there was more space between the parts of the face. The body
structure was
also identical to that of human—one brain, two hands, two lands,
and a



schlong. There was nothing extra such as a tail or an additional

limb. He
was two meters tall, which was the average height of Godoran.
Kerlodd, who worked for the Godoran Space Investigation

Department, was
the captain of an investigation team. Even though his title was

captain, he
did not have any men under his command. He only had a Godora

standardized suitcase, equipment, and the Observer, which was a

small
sized spaceship. The spaceship was thirty meters long, and it

could only
hold one passenger.
Kerlodd was the one who had been sent to investigated the
‘Inhumans’ on
Planet Aquamarine.
“Oh wow, a pure-blood Godoran. It’s rare to see such an elite

species.”
As the gate of the garage opened, a man wearing the work suit for

the space
station laughed. He had the same appearance as Kerlodd, but he
was much
shorter, and his skin was not as gold. This was half-breed
Godoran, where
one of his parents was another species.
“Huh, an inferior breed.” Kerlodd glanced at the worker and

looked down at
him. Godorans had extreme pride in remaining pure-blooded and

denounces
mixed breeds. It was part of their culture that they should

discriminate
against those who are not pure-blooded Godorans. That was why
he called



the worker ‘inferior breed’.
The man did not bother and said, “Just register. How long will

you park
here, and where will you be heading to?”
“Stopping for two days to refuel, then will head to Star Zone 9 to

investigate a unusual phenomenon in a undeveloped
civilization,” Kerlodd

replied.
“Star Zone 9? Isn’t that a very dangerous place? Seems that you

got the
difficult work from your boss.”
“But since it was an uncivilized place, the reason that they

thought that it
was an unexplained phenomenon was because of their lack of
technology. I
can just take a look and come back in no time.” Kerlodd raised

his chin,
walked out of the garage, and headed to the resting station in the

middle of
the space station.
After the two left, the gate of garage closed.
Updated_at
After some time, a black gluey object crawled out from the

platform of the
space dock. It looked like it was a life form, and this unknown

object was
only a meter squared large.
The gluey liquid slowly crawled up to the ‘Observer’ and
disappeared into
the cracks of the spaceship.
…
In the icy mountain range of Planet Aquamarine’s Northern
Continent, a
black helicopter with the Dark Net logo rested on one of the



mountains.
Han Xiao crossed his arms in front of him and viewed the clouds
drifting in
the mountain range. The cold air kept on slipping into his sleeves,
but Han
Xiao did not feel slightly cold.
On the other hand, the pilot who wore three layers of clothes was
freezing
to death. He asked with shaky voice, “Cough… Your Excellency,
what are
we doing here?”
Han Xiao looked at him with surprise. “Are you new? Did you

not learn the
principle to never ask questions?”
“Of… of course I did…” the pilot said with teeth chattering from
cold. “But
we have already waited for four days. Rather than not asking, I
need to
make sure if I need to prepare myself to die from hypothermia.”
Han Xiao laughed. “What’s your name?”
“Huang Jian, just finish pilot training last month.”
Han Xiao was surprised. “Huang Jian, both of the characters

sound like he’s
a creep. He must have a bright future ahead of him!”
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With the boss joking around, what could Huang Jian do? He

could only act
like he did not hear it and ask, “Your Excellency, how long do we

have to
wait?”
“One day at minimum, but it might take up to half a month.”
Huang Jian’s face froze. The difference was too much!
After some thought, Huang Jian raised his courage and asked



another
question that violated the principle. “What are you waiting for?”
Han Xiao looked at him and replied, “You’ll know once it

arrives.”
There were only two people in the chopper. They chattered to

alleviate the
boredom. However, most of the time, Han Xiao was watching the

matches
on the forum. The international all stars had started. All the top
teams from
each region competed fiercely, and the players brought endless

entertainment onto the stage. Han Xiao used this to pass the time

while
waiting in the chopper.
All stars had players from other regions, and all of them were

strong teams
from their respective countries, such as Magic Field from the

United States,
Rose Knights from the United Kingdom, Kimchi from Korea, and
Tulip
from France. All of them were in the same position in their

countries as
Temple of God in China.
Seeing the familiar teams from the previous world, Han Xiao

finally
remembered that the champion of the first international
competition was
Tulip from France.
All Stars was the very first international competition, and all the

players
from different regions would pay close attention this event. The
popularity
was at least ten times greater than the competitions in local
regions. All the



winners from different countries would show their power and
strength.
Press conferences before and after the competitions were also
filled with
complements and enthusiasm. This event was a chance for the top
teams to
advertise themselves, and it was also to promote the upcoming

international
stage.
Temple of God from Planet Aquamarine also grabbed some fans
from other
countries as they performed well in the matches. Li Ge was happy
with the
result.
Three days after the end of the All Stars, every region started

their quarter
finals. The competition format was a best of five team battle.
Long Sky was
lucky that they met a weaker team from foreign country, so the

powerhouses did not meet.
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As for the individual bracket, Hao Tian was not so lucky. In the

first round,
he had to fight Li Ge.
Before the match, Li Ge was out of character as he issued an

aggressive
statement.
“The first opponent I will face is Hao Tian, and I think that it is

good news.
I can’t say that I will beat him for sure. If I’m being humble, I
think my
chances of beating him are around ninety percent.”
Chapter 305: The Crash



Li Ge was very happy for suddenly becoming a hot topic among
the
players. Some even started to bet on his and Hao Tian’s match.
Although Li Ge had made it to the top sixteen, his main strategy

revolved
around slowly grinding opponents to death with his Esper
abilities, and it

was not all that entertaining. The vast majority of the bets were

also made
against Li Ge.
Frenzied Sword was matched with Thunder Storm’s Rainy Kim.
Rainy Kim
was also not an opponent to scoff at. Not only was she a pillar of

the
Thunder Storm battle team, she was also a great beauty.
It was not uncommon for attractive female players to be
well-liked,
especially in the esports scene, which was dominated by male

players.
Rainy Kim’s popularity was through the roof, and many of her

crazed fans
even went to Rivervale club’s official page to bash and threaten
Frenzied
Sword, saying that if he won, they would never forgive him.
Han Xiao had been waiting at the top of the mountain for seven to
eight
days, and the pros had already finished their first round of

matches. Li Ge
had surprisingly won the best of five against Hao Tian three to
one, winning
three straight rounds after giving Hao Tian the first win.
In the match recordings, Hao Tian was able to finish off Li Ge

after the
latter kited for ten whole minutes. Li Ge actually used the first



game to
analyze Hao Tian’s fighting style, and starting from the second

game, Li Ge
played much more proactively, as if he had seen through all of

Hao Tian’s
moves. His Esper abilities were also perfect for this kind of

combat, and
Hao Tian, like a prey caught in a spider’s web, lost three
consecutive
rounds.
Li Ge was actually quite a talented player. His career as a pro
gamer was
not long, but he had obtained many accolades. Han Xiao had

even thought
about adding him to his list of spare tires.
The media immediately moved its attention to Li Ge, who had

now stolen
all of Hao Tian’s previous popularity. He had now advanced to

the top eight,
and his next opponent was the one who had clinched victory over
Rainy
Kim, Frenzied Sword.
Frenzied Sword had barely won his fight and was able advance to
the top
eight. It was supposed to be a happy thing, yet Rainy Kim’s fans

were
relentlessly bashing him on the forums. The voices of Frenzied
Sword’s
supporters were drowned in a flood of hate comments. It was not
until
Rainy Kim herself came out and asked her fans to stop that they
finally
stopped this behavior, albeit feeling wronged by the person

whom they



were supporting.
Frenzied Sword had won the match fair and square, but all that
meant
nothing in front of Rainy Kim’s crazy fans; it also was not as if she
could
just openly denounce her fans, and she was only able to secretly

apologize
to Frenzied Sword about this. The two were more or less familiar

with each
other as they had me during the beta testing of the game.
Frenzied Sword felt helpless. He had won with his own skills, yet
he had
now gained a bunch of haters.
However, in the end, results were the most important when it

came to these
tournaments. The majority of the audience saw the match and

believed that
Frenzied Sword deserved the win. The excessive hate on Frenzied

Sword
even triggered a bunch of the more neutral players, and many

rose up to
become Frenzied Sword’s supporters, allowing Frenzied Sword to

somehow
still gain popularity despite all that.
Fame often came with trouble, and it was often hard to say who

would gain
the most out of those kinds of things. In Han Xiao’s opinion, most

of the
audience and fans were just looking for someone to flame and to
argue for
the sake of arguing.
When these anti-fans found out who Frenzied Sword was up

against next,
they started to laugh behind his back.



“You deserve this!”
“Haha, so this dumbass can only get this far.”
“Boss Li Ge will definitely stomp all over him.”
Frenzied Sword had won about fifty percent of the practice fights
against
Hao Tian. Han Xiao thought that things were not looking good

now that he
was up against Li Ge, who had won three rounds in a row against

Hao Tian.
There was no way that both of the players that he had raised were
going to
be defeated by this Li Ge, right?
New_chap_ters are pub_lished on
…
“Sir, the satellites have discovered an unidentified object that’s

rapidly
approaching the atmosphere.”
The observatory of Raylen in the Northern Continent was
suddenly in alert.
The satellite showed a light dot approaching Planet Aquamarine
from outer
space.
“Is this a meteor‽”
“Target appeared on our scanners three minutes ago before. If it
was a
meteor, our scanners should have noticed it much earlier.
Moreover,
meteors should be more affected by our Planet’s gravitational
pull.”
“Don’t tell me it’s an alien spaceship?”
“The target has increased in velocity. Estimated landfall in eight

minutes!”
“Coordinates? Is it an unpopulated area?”
“Target is estimated to land in a barren mountain range in the



Northern
Continent. The specific location is right by our country’s border!”
The professor in charge of the Observatory immediately gave out
the order.
“Report this to the higher ups now. Request for troops to head to

the landing
site!”
…
Huang Jian was bored out of his mind. He had already been

waiting in this
darned wasteland for ten days with Han Xiao, waiting for god

knew what.
But due to how legendary his boss was, the felt that Han Xiao was
definitely there for a purpose, and he was curious as to what it

could be.
Han Xiao was standing in the snow when he suddenly looked up
in the sky.
He then immediately turned around and headed for the
helicopter and took
out his equipment.
Something’s finally happening! Huang Jian was elated and asked,
“What’re
you doing?”
“It’s here,” Han Xiao answered without even looking up and

quickly put on
his gear.
“What’s here?” Huang Jian did not get it.
Just as he finished asking the question, an ear-piercing sound

came down
from the sky, causing Huang Jian to look up. A fireball flew down

from the
sky, and one could more or less make out the shape of an aircraft

amid the



flames.
Try the platform_for the most advanced_reading experience.
Boom!
The aircraft crashed into the peak of a nearby mountain, blasting
black
rocks and snow everywhere. It then continued flying down and

cleaved a
path clean through the snowy valley, burning all the surrounding
trees as it
passed and causing a mini-earthquake.
The high mountain peak collapsed and caused a small avalanche.
Huang Jian mouth was hanging wide open, and all the color had

drained out
of his face.
“Space… space… spaceship!”
Huang Jian could not believe what he was seeing and looked
toward Han
Xiao. He had heard all sorts of things about Han Xiao, but it
turned out that
this man was even more mysterious than in the rumors! He could
even
know when a spaceship was going to crash land!
Quickly, Han Xiao had put on Amphiptere, stretched out the

joints, and
took out the flight device ‘Bat Wings’ before attaching it onto the
empty slot
on his back.
His helmet’s interface showed that the flight system was
functioning
normally.
Fly! Han Xiao commanded in his mind as he sprinted toward the

cliff’s
edge, and the wings started to make out buzzing noises. The
turbines span



at maximum capacity, and the tail-end spat out blue flames.
Huu!
Han Xiao felt a force lift his body completely off the ground.
The flight system was connected to Han Xiao’s nerves, and he

controlled it
to fly toward the crash site.
…
The Observer ship had gotten itself stuck, and half of its body was
in the
ground. The surrounding trees and grass were still on fire, but the
ship itself
seemed to still be in perfect condition. Its energy shield had

protected the
ship from breaking apart during the crash. However, the massive

impact did
damage the generator, and now, the shield was greatly weakened

while the
engines were simply done for.
Bang!
The half-bent cabin door was kicked open, and Kerlodd walked

out
unsteadily while holding his head in pain and throwing out
random
Godoran curses.
Kerlodd pressed on the golden bracelet on his right arm a few
times, and a

suit that looked like ancient armor sprang out and covered his
entire body.
A semi-transparent layer of energy surrounded his head in place

of a
helmet.
This was the Godoran observer combat suit. The combat suit was

made to
adapt to the different living conditions and environments on the



various
planets that the observers visited. A synthesized Heroal voice

sounded
out from within the suit.
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“Coordinates stored. Location: Planet Aquamarine, Ninth Star

System
“Gravity Level: Low
“Current Temperature: 3°C
“Climate Type…
“Air Moisture Level…
“Civilization Level: Planetary
“Danger Level: Low
“Summary: Survivable”
Kerlodd was still a bit shaken up and said, “Check body

condition.”
“Analyzing… Analysis complete. Three bone fractures, moderate

nerve
damage, and minor damage to the brain. Inject nano-healant?”
“Inject.”
Kerlodd then felt a wave of coolness pass through him and was
much better.
He immediately climbed back into the cockpit as he wanted to
check the
reason the mainframe had stopped functioning properly.
However, the
warning told him that all systems were damaged.
Kerlodd felt rather helpless about this. He then tore apart the

ship’s exterior
to reveal the internal structure. After ripping through a bunch of

wires, he
finally got his hands on a palm-sized metal box. The blue light
shining from



the box indicated that it was still working. This was the
intergalactic
communicator.
Naturally, Kerlodd’s communicator was nothing like the cheap

stuff
developed by the Six Nations. According to observer guidelines,
he needed
to do two things right now. First, he had to use the communicator

to get in
contact with his headquarters, and second, he needed to request

for help
from the local civilization—the Six Nations.
At this moment, buzzing sounds came from the sky, and a figure

in a black
Heroal suit with two huge wings on its back landed beside the
ship.
“So, it does look like what I thought it would. Oh, there’s a
survivor.”
Han Xiao noticed the Godoran to the side. He was very
knowledgeable and
was able to tell that this was the observer suit. Han Xiao raised

his
eyebrows before his gaze focused on the intergalactic
communicator on the
Godoran’s hand.
This was what he was looking for!
Try the platform_for the most advanced_reading experience.
Chapter 306: Explosion!
In the clairvoyant view of Destiny’s Child, it could never show

the details
on whether a person lived or died. Han Xiao had originally

decided to first
get to the crash site of the spaceship and steal the intergalactic
communication device. This device was the most important factor



to leave
the planet; the spaceship was never the target.
As it turned out, the device was still in the investigator’s

possession, so the

original plan would not work. He had to think of a new way to

deal with the
investigator.
Han Xiao thought quickly. Do I rob or swindle him?
Seeing that Han Xiao still had not replied after some time,
Kerlodd frowned
and said, “Hey, I asked you a question. Answer me.”
“Are you the visitor from Godora?” Han Xiao made up his mind

and slowly
moved toward Kerlodd.
“The civilization from this planet requested help. I am the

investigator
responsible for the assistance. Who are you?”
When Han Xiao was within ten meters of Kerlodd, he replied, “I
am the
messenger of Planet Aquamarine. I am here to invite you to our

place.”
“Good. Take me to the most powerful leader in this civilization.”
Kerlodd was surprised and dropped his suspicion. He suddenly
remembered
something and said, “Wait for a second, I need to report back to

the people
who sent me here.”
“No problem. Waiting is the least I can do.”
Kerlodd was satisfied with the treatment from Planet Aquamarine,
and he
was even more pleased with the attitude of this ‘messenger’.
Just as he lowered his head and turned on the communication
device, Han



Xiao suddenly charged forward!
The ‘Bat Wing’ flying device suddenly activated, and Han Xiao

shot
forward as if he was a cobra. Han Xiao kicked right on Kerlodd’s

body and
snatched the device from his hand.
Bang!
The impact of the kick was powerful, and Kerlodd was knocked

back and
crashed into four trees.
Han Xiao put the device in his pocket and prepared for battle. He
had
decided to take the first step and create a momentum in the battle.
If he had left the investigator alone and could not stop him from
contacting
the Six Nations, then his identity would be revealed. More

importantly,
there would be no place for Han Xiao to do anything if Kerlodd
talked to
the Six Nations. Therefore, the only choice that he had was to

take action.
There was actually another way, where Han Xiao acted like he

was a man
from an advanced civilization that had ended up stranded on
Planet
Aquamarine. He could borrow the communication device to call

for help,
and the best-case scenario was that the Godoran would be willing
to help,
but chances for that were slim.
It would be more likely that the Godoran would raise their
suspicion and
become alert. Knowing that the other party was from an

advanced



civilization rather than an uncivilized one, the investigator would
hold a
different attitude, and the chances of successful sneak attacks

would be
lower.
Moreover, using the identity of an advanced civilization was not

always
beneficial. Godora was one of the most powerful civilizations in

the entire
galaxy. There was no reason for them to help him. Even if Han

Xiao was
willing to offer money, Kerlodd could still contact the Six Nations

to get
resources. So, it was possible that they would not help Han Xiao.
Try the platform_for the most advanced_reading experience.
The most likely scenario was that Godoran would have bad
intentions. Was

it not a freebie to kill a wanderer without any backup?
With only a few seconds to think, Han Xiao had decided to

directly use
brute force and rob the device. Not only that, he also came up

with a new
plan. First, he had to stop Kerlodd from talking to the Six Nations.
On the receiving end of the attack, Kerlodd slowly got up without

any
injury. The battle suit was still releasing a golden glow, which
was the
shield embedded in the suit.
Kerlodd’s expression was cold, and he took the two small golden

balls that
were attached to his braids. The Heroal force flashed on his

fingertips,
and the small ball expanded. One ball became a golden shield,



while the
other ball turned into golden spear. The appearance was
old-fashioned, but
one could feel the energy embedded in the weapon, showing that
they were
not ordinary weapons.
“You uncultured swine, you’ve made a big mistake.”
The transformation from the golden ball to a weapon was a Hero
skill.
Advance civilizations basically had this skill in hand, and it was

clear that
Godora had better equipment.
Kerlodd was a LV 63 Heroal Pugilist. Pure-blooded Godorans had

much higher attributes compared to humans. His attributes where
not lower
than the LV 60 Pugilist on Planet Aquamarine, and with

advanced
equipment, his power points were around 3000 Ona, a Class C
Super. Just
from the power points, he was stronger than all the LV 60
Superhumans on
Planet Aquamarine.
But he did not surpass Han Xiao.
The battle erupted.
Han Xiao spread out his wings, and the four machine guns on the

wings
fired rapidly. Kerlodd raised his shield, and the shield release a

larger
circular light shield on top of it.
Ding ding dang dang!
All the bullets were reflected by the light shield.
Kerlodd roared with anger and pointed his spear right at Han
Xiao. The



head of a spear suddenly fired a golden bullet in an arrow shape.
Han Xiao
jumped in an instant, and the bullet passed right by his feet. The
bullet left
clear holes in the trees that were on its path and disappeared into
the
distance.
Godoran craftsmanship combined technology and magic, so it

was not an
ordinary weapon that was based on technology. Instead, its
power was
stronger than normal explosive powder, where one light bullet
could take
out 500 armor points; the damage was extremely high.
Han Xiao hovered in midair and used the sniper to kite the enemy.
However, all the electromagnetic bullets were blocked off by the

shield. At
the same time, Kerlodd pulled off another golden ball, which
formed a
weird gun that was the size of half of the body and fired into the
sky.
Hong!
A bright red beam shot out of the barrel. Han Xiao tried to dodge

it, but he
still got tagged by the edge of them beam, and the armor points

dropped by
300.
The Hero class clearly showed the power of having a better
equipment
and weapons. Kerlodd was supposed to be an enemy from Version

2.0, so it

was natural that one felt his damage was too high.
Even though investigators were not famous for their combat skills,



Kerlodd
was different. He had great confidence in his combat abilities,
and he
thought that he could suppress anyone from the lower civilization
with just
his equipment alone.
Kerlodd had the sense of pride as a part of a higher civilization,
and he did
not put Planet Aquamarine in his eyes. He did not understand

why Han
Xiao attacked, but a lower species trying to challenge him was

just to ask
for death. He wanted Han Xiao to understand the position that he

was in.
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Han Xiao remained calm. It was not the first time that he had

fought
someone stronger than him. Even though Kerlodd had good

equipment and
attributes, but he was still an elite model, so the skills and

abilities were all
normal.
This is probably the first time I’ve fought with a space soldier. His
ranged
attack is stronger than mine. I need to try and get close.
Han Xiao instantly adapted his plan and dove down onto the
enemy. Four
Sonic Spheres flew and exploded around Kerlodd. Kerlodd’s
shield was
affected by the attack, meaning that the attack was stable.
Kerlodd counter attacked with his spear. Han Xiao also used a

basic shield
made out of electromagnetic field and blocked the attack.
Hum—



The sparks dance around the friction between Han Xiao’s
electromagnetic
blades and Kerlodd’s shield.
Bang bang bang!
Punches and kicks with huge bursts of energy landed on
Kerlodd’s body.
The shield was heavily weakened, and the suit was also heavily

damaged.
Even though close quarter combat was advantageous for a Heroal
Pugilist, Han Xiao had a variety of skills and abilities that

overwhelmed
Kerlodd.
The two men did not rest for a second, and the battlefield was

soon moved
away from the spaceship crash site and into a forest.
Even though the Godoran investigator had the advantage in
equipment, Han
Xiao’s attacks were too complex and unpredictable. Kerlodd
could not hold
back the attacks as he got more and more frustrated.
[Sonic Sphere—Penetrate] again released a penetrating sound
wave. The
shield flickered, and the energy was finally exhausted.
He’s so hard to deal with!
As Kerlodd realized the danger that he was in, he intentionally
left an
opening and used his suit to take a direct hit from Han Xiao. The
light of
suit dimmed again, but Kerlodd had the chance to open up

another ball. It
turned into a battle axe, which was the weapon that had the

highest damage.
He had decided to end this battle!



The axe exploded in light like burning sun, and Kerlodd whirled it
in the air
and chopped down.
Hong!!
The earth cracked, and the impact wave exploded onto the side.
The suit
showed another ferocious crack, and the armor points dropped

again.
“One more!” Kerlodd roared. He took a step back, used another

skill as his
body shined, and attacked again.
The signal of danger was imminent and deadly—the air pressure
was
landing at extremely high speed!
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“Nice!” Han Xiao was happy instead of being afraid. He quickly
activated
the skill that he had saved up.
[Aftershock – Death Thorns]!
Dang!
The battle axe flew away, and Kerlodd fell to the ground on his

knees as his
hands were covered in his own blood.
The maxed-out skill [Aftershock – Death Thorns] could return

fifty percent
of close combat damage, which broke through Kerlodd’s armor

and dealt
actual damage.
The Sonic Spheres again landed on the enemy, and Kerlodd was

knocked
away. However, the shield on his suit was still active.
“You are strong. I did not think that this planet had people who

are this



strong.”
Kerlodd tried to catch his breath. He stood up again and took

another two
balls, which turned into another shield and a longsword.
“But choosing to fight me was your biggest mistake! My

equipment is so
much stronger than yours. You are a strong fighter, so I will kill

you with
honor.”
Han Xiao stopped moving and shook his head.
“Man, I didn’t want to do this.”
Before Kerlodd realized what was going on, Han Xiao’s energy

power
boosted at an insane rate. The thick and strong Heroal force

covered
the Heroal suit, as if it was a lighting snake crawling on his body.
The
energy core of the Heroal suit was so bright that it hurt Kerlodd’s
eyes.
At the same time, a shadow of a man wearing a black mask

appeared
behind Han Xiao.

Heroal Skill [Snake – Devil]: Energy core overloads, attributes
buff
increases. All modules have no cost.
Duration of Status: 2 – 7 minutes

Cooldown: 7 days

Character Summon Card: Germinal Organization Leader [Combo

Penetration]: For the next 8 seconds, all skills deal critical true
damage,
ignoring all armor. The target’s defense status will also decrease

by 24%,



lasting 5 minutes.
Usage: 1/12

You can_find the rest of this_content on the platform.
And also, Flaming Will! Overload! Surging Heroal Force!
Bang Bang Bang Bang!
The tsunami of attacks washed over the frightened face of
Kerlodd.
Chapter 307: Alien Captive

The sound of the explosions came continuously from where the
spaceship
had crashed. Huang Jian rubbed his hands and exhaled, worried.
Sounds like a battle, but who is he fighting?
Huang Jian was confused. In this unpopulated wilderness, was
Han Xiao
fighting with an alien?
Even the thought of it made him think that it was such a crazy
world.
After a while, the sound disappeared, and Huang Jian worried

even more.
Although he had heard of how strong Han Xiao was, the enemy

was an
alien after all.
If anything happens to him, there won’t be anyone giving me

orders. Should
I continue to wait or…
Just as he was in a dilemma, an outline of a person flew in his

direction
from the place where the spaceship crashed and approached very
quickly; it
was Han Xuan, and he landed near the helicopter. Some parts of

his
Heroal suit had even cracked, exposing the wires inside, sparkling



with
electricity.
“Great, you’re okay.” Huang Jian heaved a sigh of relief.
Suddenly, he saw
that Han Xiao had brought along a being of a species that he had
never seen
before, and its feet and hands were locked by electrical

handcuffs—that was
Kerlodd, who was had multiple bruises on his face and was naked.
“A—a—ali…” Huang Jian stuttered and pointed at Kerlodd in
shock,
unable to say a complete word.
“An alien, took me quite some effort to capture him.” Han Xiao

grabbed
Kerlodd by his hair and stuffed him into the cabin. This
Godoran’s face was
filled with rage, but his mouth was blocked, so he could not say

anything.
Huang Jian was stunned. He knew that Han Xiao was strong, but
he did not
know that Han Xiao was so strong that he could even capture an
alien. His
knowledge of Han Xiao was refreshed.
“Fly the helicopter quickly. This place is close to Raylen’s border,
so their
people will be here very soon,” Han Xiao said.
Huang Jian started flying the helicopter hastily, and they

departed.
Han Xiao took off the Heroal suit on the helicopter and checked
its
damage. The armor was only at twenty percent. The Godora
investigator’s
equipment was much more advanced; however, his last burst had
made



Kerlodd unable to fight back at all. All Kerlodd could do was lie

there and
take it.
He got the communicator and a Godoran—the result was better
than
expected.
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I can still get quite a number of things from him. I shall deal with
him after
getting back. Han Xiao thought on the new plan.
Huang Jian was very curious about the alien, and he kept turning

back.
“Your Excellency, does he bite?”
He, a high civilization investigator, was being looked down on by

a native
as a savage beast! Kerlodd was furious, but his limbs were all tied,
so he
could only express his protests by knocking his head on the metal
plate
strongly.
“I don’t think he bites…” Han Xiao touched his chin and said
with a low
voice, “but seeing that he’s so furious, maybe he has such twisted

interests.”
Bang! Bang!
Kerlodd continued knocking his head on the metal plate.
“Is he edible?” Huang Jian asked curiously.
Han Xiao pinched the Godoran’s arms and said, “The skin is quite
smooth,
and the meat is rather solid. Are you interested?”
Huang Jian hesitated then nodded and said, “I have never eaten
an alien
before.”



Boom boom boom!
The frequency of head knocking on the metal plate became
higher.
Underdeveloped! Savages! Kerlodd growled in his heart, then a

tint of fear
appeared in his mind.
Do these natives really want to eat me‽
Huang Jian was very interested and asked questions one after
another,
wanting to understand how Han Xiao knew an alien would arrive
on in
Planet Aquamarine and why he captured the alien. Incidentally,
Kerlodd
wanted to know the answer to these questions as well.
First, the space ship malfunctioned and was barely crash-landed,
then came
this strong guy in a Heroal suit, saying that he was there to

welcome
him. However, this ‘representative’ sneak attacked him, beat him
up, and
bound him.
Updated_at
Thinking that the analysis panel’s danger evaluation to Planet
Aquamarine
was ‘Low’, Kerlodd was in a rage. How long has it been since the

database
was last updated? How is this not dangerous!
Besides, who is he? Why did he capture me? How did he know I

crash
landed here?
Kerlodd could not figure it out, and of course, Han Xiao was not

saying
anything.
“Is it a male or female?” Huang Jian was curious.



“Check it yourself,” Han Xiao said with a weird expression.
Huang Jian opened his eyes wide and looked for a while, then
said in
surprise, “I thought that since this alien’s build is so huge, it
should be huge
too…”
Boom!
Kerlodd could not take the humiliation anymore and used all his
strength to
bang his head against the metal plate, knocking himself

unconscious.
…
More than ten minutes after the helicopter left, Raylen’s troops
arrived late
at the scene, found the crashed spaceship, and immediately

locked the area
down in shock.
“This is a spaceship from outer space!”
“According to the orders from above, this is a spaceship from the

friendly
Godoran Civilization that was specifically sent to help us
investigate the
Inhumans!”
“Even the mountain peak was destroyed—this was not a usual
landing, and
the spaceship wrecked! Check for survivors immediately!”
“Report, no corpses were discovered in the spaceship. There are
traces of a
battle here!”
Raylen’s troops collected clues, observed the battlefield, and
reached their
first conclusion.
This_content is taken from
“Two people fought each other, both superhumans. One of them



used
weapons unknown to us. The marks on these trees seem like they

were
melted through by laser beams; the slash marks are extremely

smooth; they
were not caused by ordinary cold weapons. These battle traces
have
comparatively higher radiation levels, so this should be the

Godoran.
“The other party used firearms; the metal construction of the

bullet shells is
similar to ours. There are also some armor shards in the ground,
so this
should be someone very strong in our planet. The actual person
needs to be
further verified with the database. From the destruction level of

the scene,
this person’s strength is definitely at the top of Planet
Aquamarine, and
there are very limited people in this category. The person should

be
identified within a short period.
“The result of the battle was most likely that the Godoran was
captured and
taken away.”
“Are there any other discoveries?”
At this time, a researcher noticed that the spaceship’s armor was

open, and
inside were the internal parts of the spaceship. He looked inside

curiously,
and as he was using the torchlight, he suddenly found something

special.
The researcher said, “There seem to be liquid in the spaceship.”



“Liquid?”
The crowd surrounded the area. With a strong light shining in,
they found a
pile of metal and pipes covered in black, sticky liquid.
“What is that?”
“Probably fuel.”
At this time, the officer suddenly said, “Orders from above,
transport the
spaceship back to the nation secretly!”
The accident that happened to the Godora spaceship was a once
in a blue
moon chance for the Planet Aquamarine regimes, so Raylen

decided to
research on the technology of the spaceship. Since they were

behind the
other civilizations, they had to grab any chance to develop

themselves; the
hope of prospering only appeared when there were risks.
Of course, Raylen did not want to anger the Godoran Civilization,
so they
would report this to the Godoran Civilization, but they were

going to delay
it for some time, acting oblivious to the situation.
Raylen took this very seriously. They were determined to prevent

news of
the incident from spreading, and they wanted to have the

spaceship
excluding themselves.
About the missing Godoran, Raylen decided to search in secret.
The engineering team soon arrived. They dug out the spaceship,
covered it
in black cloth, and used three transporting helicopters to move it

into



Raylen’s territory.
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Chapter 308: Deal
Being back at the Sanctuary, Han Xiao locked Kerlodd in his

secret base,
then checked his battle trophies.

Godora Battle Spear (Super Model)
Type: Highly Compressed Cold Weapon + Light Element

Enhanced
Quality: Green
Basic Stats: Melee Damage 247 – 255, Ranged Damage 294 –

381
Power Output: 346
Requirements: Above LV 50, Above 1500 Energy

Length: 1.7 m

Weight: 37 lbs

Energy Source: Lv.3 Magic Engraving

Made in: Godora Military Satellite 7, Dawn Military Workshop,
No. 248
Assembly Line. Product Serial Number PV1324
Ability: [Golden Thrust]

Activates Energy Engravings and releases magic bullets from
the tip of the
spear.

Energy Usage: 5 per shot

New_chap_ters are pub_lished on

Cooldown: 11 s after every 20 shots.
Ability: [Godora Slash]



Using 10 Energy, releases an arc light blade, +240% attack

area of next
slash, +60% damage, deals splash damage

Cooldown: 8.6 s

Additional Effect: [Magic Affinity] — Using MiGold as the

material, +12%
Magic Resistance
Additional Effect: [Portable Compressing] — Can be

compressed into a
gold sphere
Remarks: Godora Crafted Weapon, made with MiGold, has
light element
blessing and high compressing technology. A product made

from the
combination of vintage aesthetics and advanced technology,
of magic and
technology, it is useable in both melee and ranged battles.
It is common
equipment in Godoran Civilization.

These small golden spheres were assembly line products,
standard
equipment for an investigator, and not made by Kerlodd himself.
He was a
standard galactic warrior. Plus, Heroal Pugilists were more

focused on
fighting, so their building abilities were very low.
All seven golden spheres were products of technology and magic.
The basic
damage was two to three times higher than usual gunpowder
firearms, and
with the enhancements from Hero abilities, the difference would
be



even larger.
The standard equipment for high civilizations could be roughly
divided into
two types, normal models and Super models. Stronger beings
could use
strong weapons with higher requirements and make better use of
their
energy, whereas normal models were equivalent to gray quality.
The ‘Super’ in Super models referred to those with superpowers,
like
Superhumans. However, naturally, not every being in the

universe was a
human; thus, Super was used as a catch-all term.
Magic knowledge is not compatible with me; I can’t reverse
engineer the
building process of this equipment. In the case of the normal path

of pure
machinery, after the gunpowder firearms should be the

electromagnetic
energy firearms, and the basic attributes of those are about the

same level as
this.
Han Xiao nodded. The strength of standard equipment of

civilizations was
an indirect indication of that civilization’s strength. Godora was a
Galactic
Civilization, and compared to the entire Galaxy, its civilization
level was in
the middle. However, in the eyes of Planet Aquamarine people,
any
civilization able to travel in the galaxy was an advanced
civilization.
If players wanted to build mixed equipment with combined
technology, it



would require different classes working together, a Hero building
the
basic structures and a Mage giving blessings. There were also
some
restrictions on the details.
For more_novel, visit
This was the first batch of galactic equipment that Han Xiao had
acquired,
and his favorite was that firearm that could shoot a beam cannon,
which had
a very magical name—Wrath of Garrett. Its range was six
hundred meters,
and its basic damage was an astonishing five hundred! It could
temporarily
replace the Ghost sniper rifle, becoming the best weapon to use

with
Flaming Will.
However, the most important thing about a Hero was the

machinery
they made themself—only these could be considered as regular
equipment.
Han Xiao was very clear of this fact, and these new weapons

could only be
used during his transition into the galaxy.
After putting away the equipment, Han Xiao took out the galactic

communicator. His face turned serious in the face of the key item.
At this time, Kerlodd, who had been tossed and left in the corner,
secretly
opened his eyes. Seeing that Han Xiao was looking at the galactic

communicator, his lips warped into a sneer.
Although he had become a prisoner, Kerlodd still held onto his

sense of
superiority; he was sure that this Planet Aquamarine native



would not be
able to use the communicator. In his eyes, Han Xiao was like a

monkey
getting its new toy.
A thought appeared in his mind, and Kerlodd suddenly felt

energetic. He
doesn’t know how to use any of this equipment, which means he

will
definitely ask me about to use them. Maybe I can trick him into

sending a
rescue signal to the headquarters without him knowing…
Kerlodd felt this plan could work, and he became excited as he

saw hope.
At this time, Han Xiao easily brought up the translucent crystal

screen of
the communicator, looked at the screen full of Godora words,
chose the
option to switch language instantly, and changed it into Planet

Aquamarine’s language. Back then, when Godorans first came in

contact
with Planet Aquamarine, they had keyed the Planet Aquamarine

language
into the database. This was one of the things that had to be done

when they
discovered a new civilization, only then could they analyze the

language for
ease of communication.
The Galactic Communicator was a necessity for galactic travel;
every
player in his previous life used it before, and Han Xiao was so

familiar with
it that he could even operate it with his eyes closed. He easily
brought up
the login interface for a personal account, turned to look at the



stunned
Kerlodd, and said casually, “Kerlodd, right? Good that you’re

awake. Now,
tell me your personal account.”
“How can you possibly know how to use the communicator? And

about
personal accounts? Who are you‽” Kerlodd’s eyes were filled

with disbelief.
He could almost not make sense of his words and was
terrified—how could
a native know about these things‽
There was only one explanation for this—this guy is definitely not
a native!
He came from the galaxy as well!
Thinking of this, Kerlodd’s sense of superiority was nowhere to

be found
anymore; he was stunned and confused.
Originally, he had planned to threaten the man with the name of

Godora,
but it would only be useful against a native. People in the galaxy

would not
be afraid of such a vague threat at all. With the distance and

peace treaty
limitations, this method would not work at all. Furthermore, he
was just a
little investigator, not anyone in a high position.
“Who am I?” Han Xiao raised the corner of his lips and said

deliberately
mysteriously, “Our meeting was rushed. Please, allow me to

officially
introduce myself. My name is Han Xiao. There’s nothing else you
need to
know.”
Kerlodd was more convinced of his guess and felt that Han Xiao



was very
mysterious. He looked Han Xiao in his eyes and saw an abyss

filled with
mist. Suddenly, it occurred to him, and he yelled, “Wait a minute,
how did
you know my name‽”
You can_find the rest of this_content on the platform.
“You are a Godoran Investigator, ordered to investigate the

so-called
‘Inhumans’ in Planet Aquamarine,” Han Xiao said slowly. “Due
to unknown
reasons, your spaceship met an accident.”
“Are you a mind reader or Foreseer?” Kerlodd said with a

cautious
expression. He discreetly used his energy to protect his mind;
however, he
did not discover any traces of it being invaded.
“Guess,” Han Xiao said mockingly.
This attitude made Kerlodd grind his teeth, but he had no choice

under such
circumstances. He held his anger and asked, “Why did you attack

me?”
Han Xiao pointed at the communicator and said, “Don’t worry,
this is not
personal. I also am not hostile toward Godora. All I want is this.”
“You call this not hostile?” Kerlodd tried to pull away from the

Heroal
chains in rage.
Han Xiao sat on the sofa, placed his hands on his knees, leaned
toward the
Godoran with a pressurizing look, and said coldly, “If I was
hostile, you
would already be dead.”



“You just think I am still useful to you,” Kerlodd said with

abhorrence.
“Correct answer, no reward.” Han Xiao smiled. “I just need the

communicator to contact Galactic Travel Agency and leave this
planet. We

cannot be considered enemies. The crash of your spaceship had

nothing to
do with me, and attacking you was just to prevent accidents. I
know about
Godorans’ arrogance full well, and we can only have a proper talk
after I
defeat you. Now, I have a deal I want to talk to you about… Of

course, you
are in no place to reject.”
Kerlodd clenched his teeth and said, “Go ahead!”
“I need to borrow the money in your personal account. If you are

willing to
cooperate, I can let you go and bring you to leave with me. At
that time,
you can return home if you like.”
Kerlodd was surprised. “You’re willing to let me go?”
“Why not?” Han Xiao laughed. “I have no grudge with or hatred

toward
Godora; I’m just robbing you of your money, not your life. I
didn’t really
hurt you. Or is it that, because I defeated you, you are holding

grudges and
want revenge?”
Kerlodd thought carefully. Indeed, Han Xiao’s direct conflict with

him was
only their fight. Although he had lost, Han Xiao did not hurt him

severely
and even gave him a chance to return home. Godora had the old



tradition of
admiring the strong, and he was an investigator, so fighting was

normal.
Although he was still quite upset, Kerlodd’s rage gradually cooled
down.
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After pondering, he said with dignity, “As long as you fulfill your

part of
the deal, I am willing to cooperate. I can promise in the name of

God Gal
that I will never seek revenge; I admit my defeat.”
God Gal was the religious god of Godora, so this kind of promise

was very
solemn.
Chapter 309: All Ready
Clank!
The heavy chains fell onto the ground. Kerlodd heaved a sigh of

relief,
moved his limbs around, and awkwardly looked down on his

nude body.
“Can I…”
A set of clothes were thrown toward him. Kerlodd shoved them

on hastily;
being naked would have humiliated anyone.
Han Xiao stared at Kerlodd with a smile the whole time.
Kerlodd’s personal
account had galactic general currency. Calling the galactic travel

agency
needed money, and since Han Xiao was unsure if they would

accept
resources as payment, getting the general currency was insurance.
Furthermore, he indeed did not want to kill Kerlodd. Although he

had the



upper hand now, Godora definitely knew that an investigator had

come to
Planet Aquamarine, gotten into an accident, and lost contact.
Thus, they
would contact Six Nations at some point or even send out new
investigator
team.
The truth would always be revealed. If he killed Kerlodd, the
conflict would
only get more intense, and there was no need for that. Letting
Kerlodd live
meant that the personal conflict would not become a bigger one.
Investigators often met a bit of danger; as long he did not die,
Godora
would definitely not bother as such small conflict was nothing.
Of course, although Kerlodd had made a promise, Han Xiao did

not trust
him completely. At least he would not let Kerlodd out of his sight

in Planet
Aquamarine and would not return any of his equipment to him.
Because of him acting mysterious, Kerlodd assumed that Han

Xiao came
from the galaxy as well, so he would not dare to make a move

easily
unknown of his identity.
As expected, Kerlodd asked again, “Who are you really?”
“Galactic Human,” Han Xiao said with perfunctory.
The human race in the galaxy was a very large species, and there

were
countless branches. Kerlodd observed that Han Xiao seemed to be

the most
common type of Galaxy Human race. Not being able to identify

Han Xiao’s



origins, he scratched his head and said, “Okay, I will not ask
again. When

are you planning to leave? I want to go home soon.”
“Not too long.”
Han Xiao planned to bring the pro players from the Planet
Aquamarine
Division away. The Divisions would soon end; he could wait.
“By the way,” Kerlodd suddenly said, “where’s my spaceship?”
“Someone took it away, probably without the intention of

returning it to
you.” Han Xiao knew full well what had happened after. He
knew that
Raylen locked down the information just from the fact that there
was no
intelligence about the crashed spaceship from the intelligence
agents in the
Dark Net; it was clear what Raylen wanted to do.
Kerlodd was upset and did not think about contacting the Six
Nations at this
time. The current situation did not favor him, so he did not want

to take the
risk. Furthermore, he felt that he had more to say to Han Xiao,
who also
came from the galaxy like him, and communicating with him

would be
easier than with the natives.
“What malfunction did your spaceship have?” Han Xiao asked.
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“I don’t know either. It was flying normally and perfectly under

stealth
mode, and when approaching Planet Aquamarine, the engine
suddenly
stopped working. Although the observer spaceship isn’t big, it
was very



stable. I have no idea why it would suddenly malfunction.
Han Xiao thought about it before shaking his head
He started to get down to business. He turned on the

communicator and
registered for a personal account. The communicator also worked

as a
personal terminal—its personal account functions were very rich
and had a
bank transfer function, the most common way of making a deal in

the
galaxy, quick and convenient. Every big civilization had their

own galactic
bank, among which, the most authorized and powerful ones were

the three
Universal Civilization banks of course. The banks worked with

each other,
and they could be used anywhere in the galaxy.
Han Xiao picked one randomly and told Kerlodd to make the
transfer.
Ding!
“Your account has been transferred 878 Enas.” A

pleasant-sounding female

voice appeared from the terminal.
“Only this much money? You’re too poor.” Han Xiao could not

help but
complain.
Enas was the general currency in the galaxy, the most common

currency
unit used.
Kerlodd’s face turned red, and he said, “I don’t have the habit of
saving.
Being an investigator is a tough job, and I need to enjoy myself…

Wait a



minute, why am I explaining myself to you?”
He suddenly realized that he was being robbed—why did he even
have to
feel ashamed of having little money?
Having received the money, Han Xiao’s target was achieved, and
he felt
assured. Counting the days, the Planet Aquamarine Divisions

would last for
about more than ten days, and he planned to use that time to

contact the
galactic travel agency in advance.
There were thousands of channels in the communicator. Han Xiao
looked
through and entered ‘Garton Galaxy Travel Agency Channel’. A
dense list
of traveling routes appeared on the screen, and a cold electrical

voice
appeared.
“Is filtering required?”
“Yes.”
“Location?”
“Star Zone 9, Planet Aquamarine.”
“Destination?”
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Han Xiao paused then said, “Juberly Hub.”
“Please select price range.”
“Cheapest.” Han Xiao gave ‘Kerlodd the Cheapskate’ a stare.
“Number of travelers?”
“A few dozen.”
“Race?”
“Human.”
“Have you used the Galactic Travel agency before?”
‘Yes.”



After more than twenty questions, the result was finally filtered

down,
leaving only five traveling agencies. The Galactic Travel agency
was a very
large industry, and many large organizations provided this

service. This was
one of the cheapest ways for galactic travel, like a private hire, or
more
accurately, a ‘public spaceship’.
Han Xiao chose the ‘Short Horn Star’ travel agency as this was a
galactic
travel agency with a very good name. After choosing, the
communicator
transferred the communication channel into the Short Horn Star
salesperson
channel, letting both parties discuss the details.
“Greetings, thank you for choosing Short Horn Star. We will

provide you
the best high-quality and inexpensive services…”

The salesperson was a beautiful human female. According to the

race of the
customer, they would be assigned to salespersons meeting their

standard of
beauty. After the saleswoman finished her welcoming opening,
she said,
“We have received your travel requirements. Fortunately, a
Whale
Spaceship will pass by Star Zone 9 in twenty days’ time. We will

bring you
to the ship by then. What grade of seats would you like? We have

economy
class, business class, first-class class, VIP cabins, and even VVIP

cabins.



“What’s the price for the economy cabins?”
“3 Enas per person. How many seats would you like to reserve?”
Han Xiao quickly counted before saying, “Fifty.”
Bringing about fifty of high skill players in the top places should
be
enough. Bringing some players was a very important part of the

plan.
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Han Xiao then paid the deposit and confirmed the boarding time,
nodding
in his mind. The preparation of heading into the galaxy could be

considered
completed. His destination was Juberly Hub, a transfer station in

Garton
Galaxy with accessible and convenient transportations. Various
races of the
Colton Group gathered there, and there were many opportunities.
In Han
Xiao’s plan, the Juberly Hub was the most suitable to be his first

station of
entering the galaxy.
Now, I just have to wait for the players to finish the competition.
I will then
make an announcement, and the team will be created. It’s all
ready.
There were some matters in Planet Aquamarine that he had to
deal with
before leaving.
…
For a few days in a row, Han Xiao transferred his resources

secretly and
brought Kerlodd along all the time. He made him wear a cape

covering his
skin. They occasionally appeared before people in the sanctuary,



raising
some curiosity and shock as to why there was suddenly a
mysterious man
alongside Han Xiao.
During the battle between the top eight to decide top four in the
Singles,
Frenzied Sword met Li Ge. Frenzied Sword, who everyone

expected to lose
before the match, gave an astonishing performance. After five
tough battles,
he beat Li Ge by one round. This time, Frenzied Sword expressed

what a
Heroal Pugilist was fully capable of and finally showcased
something
he had been hiding, his Energy Warhammer. Its explosive power
was even
stronger than a Pugilist, helping him to break through Li Ge’s

combos.
Frenzied Sword entered top four Singles, and the haters suddenly

all
disappeared. The victory was the best confidence boost, his
‘China’s Best
Heroal Pugilist’ nickname in the forums became more popular.
He was
considered the black horse of the first season!
Li Ge did not think that he would lose to Frenzied Sword, and
unfortunate
things did not come alone. The Temple of God entered the top

four teams,
meeting Long Sky. This time, Hao Tian gave his all. He cleansed
himself of
his previous shame, defeated Temple of God, and entered the

finals of the
Groups.



The situation became clear. Long Sky and Dynasty would fight for
the
Divisions Champions and Runner-Up. Temple of God could only

fight for
Second Runner-Up with another team. As for the Singles, if things
went
smoothly, Frenzied Sword could very possibly enter the top three,
and he
had a very high chance of entering the Internationals. As for the
champion,
not that Han Xiao looked down on Frenzied Sword, but Dynasty’s
King
Admiral was way too strong. His skills, control, and attributes

were almost
undefeatable in Version 1.0. Dynasty seemed to have the

momentum of
becoming the champion; the media favored them.
Even so, Frenzied Sword’s achievements and popularity were

way better
than what he had boasted in Han Xiao’s previous life. It had
definitely been
worthwhile cultivating him.
The Divisions lasted for about half a year. The batch of players

with the
highest level already reached an average level of the limit LV 60.
As Han Xiao was doing his preparation discreetly, Bennett
suddenly called
him.
“I have arrived at Sanctuary Three. Where are you?”
“Why are you suddenly here?” Han Xiao said jokingly. “Missed

me?”
“What do you think?” Bennett said with a very serious tone.
“Where did



you hide that alien? You didn’t eat him, did you?”
Han Xiao’s smile disappeared, and he frowned. “Did Huang Jian

expose it?”
“Talk when we meet. You’re in big trouble this time again!”
Bennett said
with a low voice, but there was not much blame in his tone… He

was
already used to having trouble drop from the sky.
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Chapter 310: Raylen’s Message

In the high tower of Sanctuary Three, Bennett stood behind the

window
with hands behind his back and looked down on the players in
the square
with deep and mysterious emotions in his eyes.
The door was pushed open. Han Xiao walked in, and Bennett

asked with a
serious expression, “Is that alien still alive?”
Han Xiao stepped aside, and Kerlodd walked in as well. Bennett’s
pupils
constricted; this was the first time that he had seen an alien, so he
could not
help but stare, forgetting himself.
“Native, what are you looking at!” Kerlodd said unhappily.
“He speaks our language?” Bennett said with surprise.
“Aliens’ technology is indeed advanced,” Bennett commented.
He looked at
the two of them and said in confusion, “Didn’t you capture him?
Why does
it look like…”
“How did you know about the alien?” Han Xiao asked.
Bennett shook his head and said in a low voice, “Raylen told me,
or else I



wouldn’t have known an alien came. They investigated you,
confirmed that
you captured the alien, and contacted me discreetly to demand

that you to
give them the alien.”
Han Xiao was not surprised that it was Raylen. Following the

traces at that
time, they would indeed investigate him. Besides he had never

planned to
hide it because there was no need to.
“And what if I reject?”
“Their official response was ‘violent methods will be
unavoidable’. Raylen
is very firm this time.”
Not only was Han Xiao one of the biggest contributors to the fall
of the
Germinal Organization, but he was also the strongest

superhuman in Planet
Aquamarine. So, the Six Nations respected him. However, Raylen
had
made up their mind this time and had a very strong attitude; they
were not
preparing to give him face and wanted to force Han Xiao to give
up the
Godoran and control him. Han Xiao inwardly shook his head;
Raylen’s
hostility meant nothing to him anymore.
Bennett was very speechless. “Can you tell me, how did you

kidnap an
alien back after a casual walk outside? What do you want to

do?”
Han Xiao sat down, looked at Bennett, and said, “I’m planning to

leave
Planet Aquamarine.”



Bennett was completely stunned.
This message was way too sudden, Bennett only regained his

focus after a
while and asked with surprise, “Why? Are you really an alien?”
“Compared to the galaxy, Planet Aquamarine is just a tiny rural

place. The
world is so large, and I want to explore it.” Han Xiao smiled.
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Turns out this was the reason for the capture the alien…
Bennett adjusted his mindset very quickly. He had seen a lot of

things. After
all, he said with some sadness, “You are a friend who shares the

same ideals
as me. If you’ve really decided that, I can only wish you all the

best. I will
miss you.”
Han Xiao looked him in the eye and smiled. “That’s a wider
world, aren’t
you tempted? Do you want to come with me?”
Bennett’s mind drifted away a little. It was like he saw the endless

galaxy in
Han Xiao’s eyes. Men’s romance was the sea of stars, and one

could only
look further by standing taller.
His heart started beating faster; the desire for exploration in his

heart
became stronger.
However, Bennett calmed down very quickly. He shook his head

and said,
“The sanctuary is my ideal. Sorry, I need to continue it.”
Han Xiao hesitated and said, “There’s actually another reason. A
disaster



will sweep over Planet Aquamarine in two to three years’ time; I
foresaw it.
It’s a horrifying disaster, and there’s a very low chance of

surviving… Are
you really not leaving?”
Han Xiao decided to warn Bennett about the arrival of the
Mutation
Disaster. After all, Bennett had treated him well. It was dangerous
staying
in Planet Aquamarine, and Han Xiao wanted to enter the galaxy

before
Version 1.0. One of the main goals that he had was to avoid the

first and
most dangerous wave of disaster when the Mutation Disaster
arrived in
Planet Aquamarine.
With the possible identity of a foreseer, Han Xiao’s ‘foresight’

had reasons to
be believed.
However, after Bennett listened carefully to Han Xiao’s rough

description
of the disaster, his hesitation disappeared completely, and he said,
“Then I
categorically have to stay; this is my home, and she needs me.”
Han Xiao stared at Bennett for a while before letting out a long
sigh.
“Indeed, that’s the type of person you are.”
People’s beliefs differed and could not be forced. Bennett stared
at Han
Xiao with complicated emotions in his eyes and asked, “Are you
leaving to
avoid the danger?”
Han Xiao smiled and said, “The solution to the disaster is hidden

in the



galaxy. Not only am I avoiding danger, but I am also looking for

the
solution in the galaxy.”
He did not lie to Bennett; solving the Mutation Disaster in Version

2.0 in

advance was part of his plan. If he could change the storyline of

Planet
Aquamarine in Version 2.0, he would definitely gain some

Legendary
Points.
Hearing this, Bennett smiled and said, “I was not wrong about

you. When I

heard your speech back then, I knew we are the same type of

people.”
We are not! Han Xiao’s lips twitched. That speech had been

completely
copied from Bennett’s original words in his previous life. The last
time that
Han Xiao had gone to look for Bennett in Sanctuary One, he had
seen the
speech hung in Bennett’s office and was specified that the
original author
was Han Xiao, showing Bennett’s admiration to the speech, and
that had
been a little awkward for Han Xiao.
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Anyway, although their motive was different, their goal was the
same, so
the motives would not matter.
Since Bennett knew about Han Xiao’s thoughts, he completely

left Raylen’s
demands behind.
“How are you going to leave Planet Aquamarine?”



“I have already made the arrangements; you will know by then.”
Seeing that Han Xiao did not want to give the details, Bennett
held back his
curiosity and said, “If you leave, Sanctuary Three will need to

elect a new
person in charge, do you have anyone to recommend?”
Han Xiao pondered and said, “Huang Yu. He has been dealing

with all the
daily matters in the sanctuary, and he is very familiar of the

situation here.
It will be most suitable for him to take over.”
Through the influence of the Pro League, the Players’ Main City

impression
of Sanctuary Three was complete. Even if Han Xiao left, the
sanctuary’s
position would not be affected. Sanctuary Three had his name in

it, and
every player arriving at the place would be reminded of him.
However, the sanctuary players would not be able to enjoy all of

his
‘functions’, which might cause the sanctuary to lose some of its

popularity.
Han Xiao suddenly had a new thought. Maybe there’s a way to

continue
strengthening the influence of the sanctuary even after I leave the
planet…
Since he had already told Bennett about the Mutation Disaster,
this
‘foresight’ should be able to make more impact. Han Xiao gave it

a slight
thought and came up with a plan, memorizing it in his heart.
Bennett agreed that Huang Yu was a suitable candidate as well.
Suddenly,



Bennett said with a serious tone, “There are too many Inhumans

in
Sanctuary Three, even more than the refugees; they’re taking up

too much
space. They have unknown origins and are too mysterious. This is
a
potential security threat, I don’t know how you make them work

for you,
but if you leave, what are we going to do with them?”
“When the disaster is upon us, the Inhumans will most likely be

the pillar of
sanctuary’s protection. Don’t be too strict toward them—accept

and include
them.” As the players grew, the various organizations in Planet

Aquamarine
feared ‘Inhumans’ more and more, and naturally, Bennett was
not an
exception. He had to convince Bennett to make sure that his

achievements
in Planet Aquamarine would not be destroyed.
Upon hearing this, Bennett’s expression changed. “If that’s the
case, I will
take it very seriously.”
Although he feared the Inhumans, he changed his attitude

immediately
upon knowing that the Inhumans could protect the sanctuary; this
reasoning
was very effective on him.
The two of them chatted for a while, then Bennett stood up and

said his
goodbyes. He had come to deal with Raylen’s message but

unexpectedly
heard about Han Xiao plans. In this case, Raylen’s warning would



not be
worrying at all.
On the other hand, the disaster that Han Xiao had told him about

gave him a
heavy heart; it felt like there was a dark cloud above the path in

front of
him. He decided to immediately return and write the crisis

protocols,
strengthen the sanctuaries’ protection, and speed up the plan.
Bennett was sad to see a partner like Han Xiao go, so he said

sincerely, “I
wish you all the best, and I hope that we can meet again one

day.”
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Han Xiao reached out to give Bennett a firm handshake.
They smiled at each other.
…
Bennett’s arrival reminded Han Xiao that he should notify some
of his
friends. Hila and Aurora had stayed in the sanctuary because of

him, so he

decided to tell them about it first.
On that same night, under the clear sky and Sleepy Winter, he
summoned
Hila and Aurora to tell them that he was going into the galaxy
soon.
As expected, they were surprised, and their faces were filled with

disbelief.
“Han Xiao, what is the galaxy like? Have you met an alien?”
Aurora asked
hurriedly.
During these days, Aurora had been resting in the sanctuary and

regained



health. Han Xiao also corrected what she called him; he was
finally not
called an uncle.
Han Xiao asked Kerlodd to come closer and said, “This is an
alien.”
Aurora’s eyes were filled with curiosity. “Aliens look quite

similar to us.
Does he bite?”
This question again! Can’t you natives be more knowledgeable!
Kerlodd could not take it anymore and yelled at Aurora, “I
don’t!”
Pa!
Kerlodd fell onto the ground with his face down.
Han Xiao put his hands down and said hastily, “Be kinder to
kids.”
“Aliens are so scary,” Aurora mumbled softly.
Hila pointed at Han Xiao with an expressionless face and said,
“he’s
obviously scarier.”
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